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#1 New York Moments Bestseller In Furiously Happy, a humor memoir tinged with sufficient
tragedy and pathos to make it worthwhile, Jenny Lawson examines her own encounter with
severe depressive disorder and a bunch of other conditions, and explains how it has led her to
exist to the fullest:"I've often thought that folks with severe depression have developed such a
well for experiencing great emotion that they could be in a position to experience extreme joy in
a way that ‘normal people' also might under no circumstances understand. Furiously Happy is
approximately depression and mental disease, but deep down it's about joy?and who doesn't
need a bit more of this? Let's Pretend This Hardly ever Occurred ostensibly was about embracing
your own weirdness, but deep down it was about family. Furiously Content attracts Jenny's core
group of fans but also transcends it. There are so many people out there struggling with
depression and mental illness, either themselves or somebody in their family members?and in
Furiously Happy they will find a person in their tribe offering up an uplifting message (via a
taxidermied roadkill raccoon)."Jenny’s readings are position room only, with fans lining up to
have Jenny sign their bottles of Xanax or Prozac normally because they are to possess her sign
their books. And that's what Furiously Happy is about.
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Thank God pertaining to Amazon's Daily Deals Last year I bought this author's hilarious LET'S
PRETEND THIS NEVER HAPPENED when it was a Daily Deal and enjoyed it enormously. I didn't
understand that she had written a second book until it showed as a Daily Deal and I grabbed it
and stopped reading the reserve I was in the middle of to wolf it down. (Figuratively speaking, of
training course. Lawson's main goal here is to go over her life-long struggle with melancholy and
she does so in ways that's peculiarly her personal. I never encountered anyone who thinks in
tangential, progressively absurd streams of awareness before, JUST LIME Me personally! Not that
one isn't wet-your-slacks funny in parts, but Ms.)Her first book is a memoir of her bizarre
childhood. (And sometimes just peculiar. I've anxiety and depressive disorder and found Jenny’s
story to be relate-able to an extent. It's just a thing that Texas provides a LOT of. The societal
costs of untreated or poorly treated mental illness with regards to suicide, unemployment or
underemployment, incarceration, etc. hasn't been calculated. Probably we just don't want to
take into account it. Waste of money This book was not my cup of tea. Barring a miracle treat,
there are no happy endings for all those with chronic major depression.! If you've ever suffered
from despair or if you love anyone who has, you should go through this book.I remember
reading LET'S PRETEND and thinking that it must have been uncomfortable developing up with a
dad whose idea of parenting was waking his little daughters up and telling them that he had
brought them a pet squirrel. Love this author! Nearly the type of childhood memory space that
makes it into the eulogy, right? But it turns out that having a taxidermist dad has some
advantages after all. When her stuffed road-eliminate raccoon suffers a Las Vegas-related
accident, Pop was able to fashion new hands and foot for it. [Incidentally, road-kill isn't really a
literary "theme" in these books." Of program, it IS "all in your mind" but that doesn't make it
much less debilitating or better to treat. Honestly I really do not really think another narrator
could have done this reserve justice. I admire this woman (and her wonderful hubby!) more than
I could say.Maybe if you're healthy, or if you're in denial, or you're only a judgmental boob, this
reserve will not be funny or work at all for you personally. God bless her. Normally simply read it
and enjoy find out and empathize. I cannot get plenty of of her books, the toilet tale and spoon
in the pool were my favorites, but I laughed through the entire whole factor. ever.. Channel. you
will laugh aloud and wake people up and/or (most likely both) spit out your drinking water onto
your kindle! happened certainly to me. just a warning!Jenny Lawson's second reserve does not
disappoint. Anyhoo…. it will tickle your funnybone, and sometimes it might make you tear up. I’ve
never laughed so hard while reading a reserve! this book is fantastic, and i cannot await her next
one! i am going to write an email to Amazon, picketing for more than 5 stars! - that is at least 6
stars worth of funny!!!!we also suggest to read the entire book including the preface and such
that you may normally skip more than. And I'm mentally ill, too, so this book was an excellent
vacation for me from suffering stuff I don't have more than enough spoons for. you may even
want to head over to her blog page (thebloggess.com) for a little taste of her humor and
insight.you do not need to learn Jenny's first reserve to jump into that one, in case you were
wondering, however, i strongly suggest reading it to get a lot of references that she discusses
and to get a better background on her behalf family and upbringing. actually, i haven't even
finished it yet but i am confident that it deserves a lot more than 5 superstars.! But there can be
happy times and hours and moments in between the misery and Jenny valiantly grabs every one
of them and savors it.! i also suggest obtaining the hard copy over kindle because i am just a little
mad that i don't possess the sweet Rory cover to check out!PS- tip- when Jenny travels to do book
signings and such, she often stops in the airport bookstores and signs copies! Personally i think
sorry for you, because Jenny (I feel like we're on a first-name basis right now), can be a kick-ass,

real, smart, hilarious survivor you'd be blessed by if you had any sense. Best read in years I loved
this book. Anyone who ranked this significantly less than a five is completely lacking a feeling of
humor and Personally i think harmful to them. Not a few times, but a LOT. it'll provide you with
the back tale on Beyonce the poultry, and also taxidermy. It's shown in a comic way and I
suspect that many readers will end up being upset to learn that her life hasn't been nonstop
laughs.!And I need to respond to reviews which were bitchy about the author's "luxury" of not
being able to escape bed, and that which was perceived as name-dropping: Mental illness isn't all
created equal. I only say that because my FIRST impulse was to scold those idiots for judging a ill
person by well-person rules, but then I thought that was mean. Probably they are simply less
unwell. Individually, I've had days when I couldn't leave my cocoon, and there is nothing
luxurious about any of it. It's hell. And hey, wow, a famous person knows various other famous
people, who were so cool they helped her! That's name-dropping? She is a beacon of expect
those who reside in the shadows. follow her on instagram to find where she is doing mystery
signings to get hold of a backup copy! Howlingly hysterical. I browse the preface, and it was a bit
confusing. Regardless, she helps visitors to better understand mental illness which is lengthy
overdue and publicizing her own personal embarrassing stories is definitely refreshingly brave
and honest,. In the event that you know any thing about having depression, anxiety or ADHD or
cope with people who do, you will probably recognize things you know. Selecting bodiies in
bathrooms is very a relevant concern in my opinion, but maybe I view an excessive amount of I. I
tried to read parts to my hubby, but couldn't end laughing therefore he couldn't hear fifty
percent of what I stated.It's not a book for everyone, although if everyone read it, they'd all
recognize that we're all a little mentally ill. And I'm a psychologist therefore i actually have a
degree that provides me permission to say so. Funny and relatable My new experience of
listening to audiobooks led me to my overdrive local library in search of a fresh audiobook to
listen to on my work commute. My initial reaction when I started listening to the books was that
is freakin’ awesome the author is narrating the book, c’mon who knows their publication better
than the author. I liked Jenny’s upbeat and enthusiastic voice.]This family members has been
provided enough lemons to keep a lemonade stand going indefinitely. If you are a lover of funny
stuff, or if you have experienced from mental ailments (or know a person who will) this will hit
you in all the proper places. Let’s talk about the story! She has been able to take these awful
diseases that she's experienced first hand and appearance back on those experiences and poke
fun at what occurred to her.) Mental illness may be the Last Frontier of medicine and we still
can't fully convinced ourselves that it's not really "all in your head. I cannot relate to all the
taxidermied animals. I found Jenny to end up being an motivation to similar sufferers. I
absolutely loved it! She doesn’t dwell on the past and the times that she can’t escape bed or is so
riddled with stress that she can’t leave the house. She has discovered a way to tell her tale and
look back on those horrible occasions and cast humor over them. She is living FURIOUSLY
Fabulous!! funny and cause you to think funny and cause you to think that your problem maybe
not a real problem after all Wonderfully funny This is the best book I've read in a long time!!This
is an internal look at chronic depression from a female who has struggled most of her life and
can continue steadily to do so. The author writes about her mental complications. Over & over &
EXTRAORDINARY For those who have or have ever known a person with clinical despair you will
like this book. Ok we get it! Must browse! The "pet" was road-kill that Father had gutted and was
using as a hand puppet. i had a significant range of emotions simply in the initial few chapters.
Funniest author ever! I really like Jenny Lawson, she somehow writes stories in this blast of
consciousness way that's so hilarious! I'm not just one who readily laughs aloud, but this

experienced me giggling helplessly. book. Only you could under no circumstances express them
so obviously and humorously.D. do not drink drinking water while reading. However, once I got
into the book proper, there have been times I was howling. CAUTION - do not read this on an
airplane when folks are trying to sleep around you..can't wait for her next one! Great price for a
wonderful book that you'll want to recommend to everyone! Jenny Lawson is definitely one of my
favorite authors. I could browse them forever. I keep this book in my own nightstand for when i
want fun. Her stories hardly ever get old! I recommend her to anyone who'll listen and i have
both of her books and her coloring book all of which I adore. over. If you get embarrassed
laughing out loud in public after that read it in private. best.!
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